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Introduction. The classification of real simple Lie algebras was given first by 
E.Cartan [2] in 1914. Though his first classification lacked in general theorems, Cartan 
himself [5] established in 1929 a general theorem suitable to sirrîplify the classification. 
Then Gantmacher [6] in 1939 gave a simplified classification depending on Cartan's 
general theorem by making use of his theory on canonical representation of automor
phisms of complex semi-simple Lie groups. 

In his earlier papers [5, 3] Cartan established a priori a one-one correspondence 
between non-compact real simple Lie algebras and irreducible infinitesimal symmetric 
spaces (compact or non-compact), where "infinitesimal" means locally isomorphic 
classes. Renee the infinitesimal classification of irreducible symmetric spaces is the 
same thing as the classification of non-compact real simple Lie algebras. 

Let g be a real semi-simple Lie algebra and f a maximal compact subalgebra of g. 

Then we have a Cartan decomposition 

g = r+lJ, 
where p is the orthogonal complement of r with respect to the Killing form. In the 

classical theories of classification of real simple Lie algebras due to E.Cartan and 
Gantmacher, one used a Cartan subalgebra 91 of g whose torus part 91 n f is maximal 
abelian in f, whereas certain geometrie objects (such as roots, geodesies etc.) of 

symmetric spaces are related to a Cartan subalgebra 9 of g whose vector part 9 n p 
is maximal abelian in p (cf., Cartan [4], Bott-Samelson [11 and Satake [7]). The 
two types of Cartan subalgebras mentioned abovc are not the same and even non
conjugate to each other in general. So it seems preferable to the author to have a 
classification theory by making use of the latter Cartan subalgebra, so as to connect it 
more closely with the theory of roots of symmetric spaces, and this will be developed 
in the present work. 

If we denote by g0 and 9a the complexifications of g and 9 respectively, the conjuga
tion of ga with respect to g defines an involutive automorphism a of the system r of 

non-zero roots of ga relative to 9a· In §1 are discussed sorne basic properties (Props. 
1.1 and 1.3) of t: endowed with the invlution a which are more or less known. 

In §2 we define root systems and a-systems of roots in the abstract, and are sketched 
briefly sorne basic properties of them. Here is defined the notion that a a-system of 
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roots t is normal, on the basis of Prop. 1.3, which covers the basic properties of the root 
system of g0 1elative to 1:}0 such that the Cartan subalgebra 1:) has a maximal vector part. 
Ift is normal, then the set C (No. 2.4) forms a root system called a restricted root sy8tem 
(Prop. 2.1 ). In Nos. 2.6 and 2.7 are discussed sorne relations between multiplicities 
of À Er- and the inner products of roots of t associated with À for a norm1l cr-sy3tem 

of roots t. These rela~ions are basic tools in the clao;sification of normal cr-sy3tems of 

roots with restricted rank 1 given in §3. In Nos. 2.9 and 2.10 are med the notiom of 
a cr-arder and a cr-fundamental system of t due to Satake [7]. It is shawn that two real 

simple Lie algebras are isomorphic to each other if and only if their cr-fuudam::ntal 
systems are a-isomorphic, via Co.·. 2.15 and Prop.l.2. Consequently our task is 

reduced to classify ail normaily extendable (No. 2.3) cr-irreducible cr-fundamental 

systems up to cr-isomorphisms. 
Now it becomes important to determine whether any given cr-fundamental system 

is normally extendable or not. In §3 this problem is rduced to the case of normal cr
systems of roots with restricted rank 1 (Theo. 3.6). In §4 first cr-fundame>ntal systems 
of normal cr-systems of roots with restricted rank 1 are ail classified, and then it is deter
mined whcther they are normally extendable or not, based on two Lemmas (Lemmas 

4.6 and 4.7). Finaily in §5 the complete classific::ttion is achieved. 

§ 1. Preliminaries. 

1.1. Let C be the field of complex numJv~rs and g0 be a complex semi-simple 

Lie algebra. A real Lie subalgebra g of g0 , whose complexification C ® g can be 

identified with g0 by a map : a® X~ aX for a E C and XE g, is usuaily called a real 

form of g0 • 

Let g be a real form of g0 • The conjugation cr of g0 with respect to g, defined 
by cr( aX) =ëiX for a E C alld XE g, is an anti-involution of g0 , namely cr is an involu
tive automorphism of g0 as a real Lie algebra and is anti-linear as a map of a vector 

space over C. Conversely, let cr be an anti-involution of g0 . Then the set g consist

ing of ali fixed elements of g0 by cr is a real form of g0 , and cr is identical with the 
conjugation of g0 with respect to g. Thus real forms and an ti-involutions of g0 are in 
a one-one correspondence in the above natural way. A real form corresponding to an 

anti-involution cr is denoted by g.,.. So, when we are considering a real form ger, cr 
always means the corresponding anti-involution of g0 • 

1.2. Let 1:}0 be a Cartan subalgebra of g0 and t the system of non-zero roots of 

g0 relative to 1:}0 • We have the weil known decomposition: 

go = 9a + 2J ga~, 
a Et 

where ga~ is the eigenspace of a Et. A "Weyl base" {Ea~, a Et} of g0 is defined asto 
satisfy the following: 

Ea~Ega~ for aEt, 
[Ea~, E_a~] = -Ha~ 

where Ha~ (E1:}0 ) is defined by <Ha~, H) = a(H) for ali HE1) 0 , 
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[E,, Efl] = N,,flEœ+fl if a+f3Et 
0 if a+f3 o;tc 0 and ft. t 

such that N,,fl = N-œ,-fl is a real number for each pair (a, {3). 
Let gr be a compact real form of g0 , i.e., the Killing form is negative definite 0:1 it. 

We can choose a Cartan subalgebra 'f}0 and a Weyl base such that r'f}0 = 'f}0 and that 

rE, = E_, for all aEt (cf., [8], Exp. 11, théorème 2.2). Let us once for all fix g7 , {}0 

and a Weyl base {E,, aEt} in these relations. 
A real form g,. of g0 is said to be related to (gn 'f} 0 ) if a'f}0 = 'f} 0 and ar = ra. Let 

g,. be related to (gT, 'fJol· Putting f,. = g,. n gT (a maximal compact subalgebra of g,.),. 
we obtain the Cartan decompositions. 

(1.1) g,.=f,.+p,., gT=f,.+J-1 p,., 
where p,. is the orthogonal complement of f,. in g,. with respect to the Killing form. 
g,. and gr are invariant by r and a respectively, and a 1 g7 (or r 1 g,.) is an involutive 
automorphism of gr (or of g,.), where 1 denotes the restriction of a map to a subset. 
(g7 , f,., a 1 g7 ) (or (g,., f,., T 1 g,.) ) is an infinitesimal compact (or non-compact) sym
metric pair corresponding to ga. 

1.3. Let a real form g,. of g0 be related to (g7 , 'f} 0 ) as in the above No. a induces 
an anti-involution a* of 'f);if' (dual space of 'f}0 ) defined by 

(a*rp) (H) = rp(aH) for all HE'f}0 • 

For any aEt, a*aEt and a(g,) = g,..,. Putting 
for each aEt, 

we see that 

(1.2) (j,[!,.., = 1' (!,(! _, = 1 for any aEt, 

(1.3) f!œ+flNœ,fl = f!œf!flN,. • .,,,..fl for a, {3, a+f3 E t, 
since a is an anti-involution, and that 

(1.4) (!, = (!_, for any a E t 
since O"T = ra. By (1.2) and (1.4) we see that 
(1.5) 1 (!, J = 1 for any a E t. 
Put 
(1.6) t 0 = {aEt; a*a = -a}. 
t 0 is a closed subsystem of roots oft. (1.2) and (1.5) imply that 

(1.7) (!., = f!-œ = ± 1 for a E t 0 • 

Let f0 and Po be the complexifications of f,. and p,. in g0 • W e have the follow
ing orthogonal decompositions 

(1.8) go = fo+Po, 'fJa = 'f)t +'fJë, 
where 'f)t = 'fJo n fa and 'fJë = 'fJa n Po· (J'l' x = x for xE fa, whereas ar x = -x 
for XEp0 • LetaEt0 ; ife,= 1, thenE,,E_,Ef0 sincear(E±,) =E±,; similarly, 
if(!.,= -l,then E,, E_, Ep0 • In case aEt-t0 , we see easily that E,+aE_, Ef0 and 
E,-aE_, E p0 , and that 

g,+g_,.., = C{E,+aE_,} +C{E,-aE_,} 

where C{X} denotes a 1-dimensional vector space over C generated by X. From these 
we have the following decompositions 
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(1.9) 

(1.10) 

fa = ~6+ 2J 9a + 2J C{Ea+aE_a}, 
aEr;i aEr-ro 

Pa= ~a+ 2J 9a + 2J C{Ea-aE_a}, 
aEr;; aEt-ro 

where r;; {aEr0 ; (!a = 1}, r;; = {aEro; (!a = -1} and the last summations of 
both formulas run over all unordered pairs (a, -a*a) such that aEr-r0 • (1.9) and 
(1.10) imply immediately the 

PROPOSITION 1.1 ~ë is maximal abelian in Pa if and only if (!a = 1 for all a E r 0 • 

The "only if" part of this proposition is the same as the Lemma 5 of [8], Exp. 11. 

DEFINITION. Let a real form g.,. be related to (g7 , ~a). When ~ë is maximal ab-
elian in Pa, g.,. is called to be normally related to (g7 , ~a). 

1.4. Let g.,., be a real form of 9a and f' be a maximal compact subalgebra of g.,.,. 
Then, as is well known, there exists a uniquely determined compact form 97 , of 9a 
su ch that g.,., n gT' = f' and that a'r' = T 1 a'. Let p' be the orthogonal complement off' 
in g.,., with respect to the Killing form, and~~- be a maximal abelian subalgebra of p'. 
Choose a Cartan subalgebra ~a' of 9a so that it contains ~~-. By conjugacies of compact 
forms and of Cartan subalgebras of 9a we have an inner automorphism cp of 9a such that 
cpg7 ,=97 and that cp~'a=~a· Then, putting a=rpa'cp-1, we see that rpg.,.,=g.,., aT=Ta, 
a~a = ~a' and that ~ë =cp~~- is maximal abelian in Pa = ffJPa', i.e., g.,. is normally 
related to (g7 , ~a)· Renee we have the 

PROPOSITION 1.2. Any real form of 9a is conjugale to a real form which is normally 

related to the fixed (g7 , ~a)· 

This proposition justifies us to discuss only the real forms which are normally related 

to the fixed (g7 , ~a)· 

1.5. The following proposition, essentially due to Satake [7], is important for our 
later discussions. 

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let a real form g.,. be normally related to (g7 , ~a)· Then 
a*a-aq!:r for all aEr. 

Proof. In case aEt0 , then a*a = -a and 

a*a-a = -2a Et: r. 
In case aEr-r0 : suppose that a*a-aEr, and hence Er0 , then 

aEa-u-*a = E.,-•a-a 
by Prop. 1.1. Now 

[Ea, aE_a] = [Ea, f!-aE_.,..a] = e-"'Nro,-.,-*aEa-.,-•a· 
Applying a on both sides of this identity, we see that 

[aEa, E_a] = f!-aNa,-<T*aE.,-*a-a 
by (#)· On the other hand we have that 

[aEa, E_a] = eaN.,-•a,-aE.,-•a-a· 
Renee we see that 

(!-aNa,-.,-*a = (!aN.,-*a,-a = -eaNa,-.,-*a· 

Therefore, e-a = -ea, which, combined with (1.4), implies that (!a = O. This 
contradicts to the fact "a is bijective". Consequent! y 

a*a- a Et: r. 
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§ 2. a-system of roots. 

2.1. Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space with a positive definite mner 
product , and r a fini te set of non-zero vectors in V. r is called a root system if it satis

fies the conditions: for any a,{J Et, a) the number a«,fJ = 2 <a, (3) j <f3, (3) is an in te ger 
(named Cartan integer), and b) a-a«,flfJEt. 

The following properties of a root system r are well known from the usual theory 
of classification of complex simple Lie algebras. 

1°) For any a, (3Et, O<a«,flafl,«<4. If a and (3 are not parallel to each other, 

then O<a«,flafl,«<3. 
2°) Let aEt and maEt (mER), then m = ±1/2, ±1 or ±2. 
(To be seen from the fact that a«,m« = Zjm and am«,« = 2m are both integers.) 
3 °) Let a, fJ Er be su ch that <a, {J) 7": 0, and th at a and (3 are not parallel to each 

other. a) If a«,flafl,« = 1, then <a, a) = ((3, (3); b) if a«,flafJ,« = 2, then <a, a)/ 
<f3, {J) = 2 or 1j2; c) if a«,flafJ,« = 3, then <a, a)f<f3, (3) = 3 or 1j3. 

40) For a, (3Et, consider the series 

.... , a-2(3, a-(3, a, a+(3, a+2{J, .... , 
then every non-zero vector between a and a-a«,flfJ is contained in r. 

(This property can be proved for an abstractly defined root system by making 
use of the property 3°)). 

5°) If aEt, then -aEt. 
A root system r is called a proper root system if it satisfies the condition that "if 

a, ma Et (mER), then m = ±1". The systems of non-zero roots of complex semi
simple Lie algebras are proper root systems. For a root system t, the following set 

r' ={a Et; a/2~r} 

is a proper root system which is called a canonicat proper subsystem of t. 

2.2. Let r be a root system in V. A linear base of V* (dual space of V) defines 
a lexicographie order in V and hence in r. The set LI of all simple roots (in the usual 
sense due to Dynkin) with respect to a lexicographie order is called a fundamental 
system of r as usual. For any two a, (3ELI, <a, (3) < 0 because a-(3~r. This 
property of LI shows firstly that the elements of LI are linearly independent and any 
element of r can be expressed uniquely as a linear combination of simple roots with 
integers of the same signs as coefficients, and secondly that LI is isomorphic to a 
fundamental system of roots of a complex semi-simple Lie algebra ge up to a ho
mography, by the usual arguments in the classification theory of complex simple Lie 
algebras. The image of the root system of ge by this isomorphism is the canonical 

proper subsystem t' of r. In particular fundamental systems of t' and of r with 
respect to the same linear arder coïncides to each other. And any proper root system 
is isomorphic to a root system of a suitable complex semi-simple Lie algebra up to a 
homography. 

For a fundamental system oft the set {XE V*; a(X) > 0 for all aELI} is an open 
Weyl chamber. Weyl group of t is the group operating on V* (or dually on V) 
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generated by reflections across the plane a = 0 for all a E r, which is a finite group 
and permutes sim ply transitive! y the Weyl chambers and henceforce the fundamental 
systems of r. In particular the fundamental systems of a fixed r are isomorphic to 

each other. 
Two proper root systems r 1 and r 2 are isomoprphic to each other (up to a homo

graphy) if and only if their fundamental systems are so. 

2.3. Let r be a proper root system in V such that r generates V. When we are 
given a linear isometry a: V~ V su ch that a is involutive and ar = r, then we say that 
the pair (r, a) (or simply r) is a a-system of roots. 

Every a-system of roots r can be identified with the root system of a complex semi
simple Lie algebra g0 up to a homography. By this identification V is identified with 
a real subspace of l;J 0* which is generated by roots and metrized by the Killing form, 
where l;J0* is the dual space of a Cartan subalgebra 1)0 , and V* is identified with a 

real subspace l;J0 defined by 
!;Jo= {HEJ;l0 ; a(H)E R f01 all aEr}. 

1)0 becomes the complexification of l;J0 • Hereafter we use this identification without 
any comments. a can be extended to an anti-involution of 1)0* and induces an anti
involution a of Ç0 such that a90 =!;Jo and à* =a. Since à l9o is involutive, it has 
eigenvalues ± 1. Let J;J; be the eigenspace of the value -1 and J;J; be that of +1, 
then we have an orthogonal decomposition 

lJo = J;J;+ l;J; 
with respect to the Killing form. 

Let a Weyl base {Eœ, a Er} and a compact form gT of g0 be given so asto satisfy 
the relations in No.1.2. When for a a-system of roots r the induced involution a of 
l;J0 is extendable to an anti-involution of g0 such that it is normally related to (gT, l;J0 ), 

then we say that a (or r) is normally extendable for the sake of simplicity. We want to 
obtain sorne su:fficient conditions for a to be normally extendable. A necessary con
dition for this (Prop.l.3) is that 

(v) for any aEr, aa-aft:r. 
Any a-system of roots satisfying the condition (y) is called a normal à-system of roots. 

2.4. Let r be a-system of roots. We shall denote by r the set of linear forms on 
J;J; obtained by restricting the elements of r-t0 to J;J;, where t 0 is the closed subsystem 

ofr defined by (1.6), i.e.,t0 = {aEr; all;J; = 0}. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let a a-system of roots r be normal, then r- is a root system 

in (l;J;)*. 
Prûûf. We identify (q;)* with a subspace of 9o * which is the annihilator of f);. 

Let us use the following notation: 

rq, ={aEr; all;J; = 1p} 
for each 1pEr-. Let 1pEr- and aErq,. By the condition (v) only the following 
three cases are possible: 

case a) a=aa='ljJ, then (a, a)= (1p, 1p); 

case b) a-:Faa and (a, aa) = 0, then 1p = (a+aa)/2 
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and <1p, 1p) = <a, a)/2 = <aa, aa)/2; 
case c) ac:Faa and <a, aa) < 0, then 1p = (a+aa)/2 

and <1p, 1p) = <a, a)/4 = <aa, aa)/4. 
Let ÀEx:- and (JEt:/\. 

In case a): al\,<fr =2<..1, 1p)j<1p, 1p) = Z<fJ, a)/<a, a) 
=a13,œ, an integer. 

Since (J-a 13,œaEt:, 
((J-af3,roa) 1 9~ = À-al\,<f,1pE'C. 

In case b): al\,<fr = 2(..1, 1p)j<1p, 1p) =<À, a+aa)/<1p, 1p) 
= <f3, a+aa)j(1p, 1p) 
= 2<(3, a)J<a, a)+Z<f3, aa)/<aa, aa) 
= a13,œ+af3,cr<>• an integer. 

Put y = (J-a 13,aaEt:. Now 

a.y,cra= 2 <f3-a13,œa, aa)/<aa, aa) 
= 2 <f3, aa)/(aa, aa) = a13,crœ 

smce (a, aa)=O. Consequently 

and 
b=y-a.y,craaa = {3-a13,œa-afl,crœaaEt:, 

(; 1 9~=À-af3,a'ljJ-af3,crœ1p=À-al\,<fr1pEX:-. 

In case c): al\,<fr = 2<..1, 1p)j(1p, 1p) = (a+aa, ..1)/<lp, 1p) 
= 2(2(a, {3)/<a, a)+2(aa, {3)/<aa, aa)) 
= 2(af3,œ+af3,crœ), an integer. 

Put (J' = (J-a 13,aaEt:. Remarking that 

aœ,crro = Z<a, aa)/<aa, aa) = -1, 
we see that 

af3',crro = 2<(3', aa)/<aa, aa) = a13,crro+a13,ro. 

Next, put (J" = {3' -aw,crœaaEt:, then 

a(3",œ = aw,œ+aw,crœ 
= a13,a-2af3,œ+a13,crœ+a13,œ af3,crro• 

F . 11 {3"' {3" h ma y put = -a13,,aaEt:, t en 

{3'"1 9~ = À-(af3,a+a{3,crœ+af3",œ)1p 
= À-2(a(3,ro+a{3,crœ) 1p 
= À-al\,<fr1pEX:-. 

7 

q.e.d. 

When x: is a normal q-system of roots, r is called the restricted root system with 
respect to 1).;-. Further when x: is normally extendable su ch that a c:F -r*, then the root 
system x:- in (9.;-)* is usually called the root system of the corresponding infinitesimal 
symmetric pair (gT, f.;, à 1 gT) (or (g.;, f.;, r 1 g.;) ) with respect to the Cartan sub-

algebra .J -1 9~ of .J -1 p.; (or 9~ of p.;). 
2.5. For any root system t:, a subset x:' ct: 1s called a closed subsystem if it 

satisfies that i) if a Ex:' then -a E x:', and that ii) if a, (3 E x:' and a+f3 E t: then 
a+fJEt:', Closed subsystems are also root systems as is easily seen. 

If a root system t: is decomposable as a disjoint union of two subsets x:' and x:" su ch 
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that (t', t") = 0, then t' (and t") is called a factor of t. Every factorisa dosed sub
system. A root system t is called irreducible if every factor of r coïncides with t or 

is void. Every root system is decomposable into a disjoint union of non-voidal ir
reducible factors; then each factor is called a component of t. Any irreducible proper 
root system is isomorphic to a root system of a complex simple Lie algebra. About 

the length of roots of an irreducible proper root system t we have the following two 

cases as is well known : 
a) every root of t has the same length, (in this case t is called "simply-laced" 

according to a terminology of R. Bott); 
b) t is decomposed as a disjoint union of two non-voidal subsets t 1 and t 2 such 

that every root of t; (i=l or 2) has the same length and that any root of t 1 is shorter 
than roots of t 2 (in this case t is called "doubly-laced"). 
In case b) we have further two possibilities that the ratio of squares of length of 
roots of t 1 to that of t 2 is 1:2 or 1:3. We caU t to be "doubly-laced of type (1 :2)" or 
"of type (1 :3)" respectively. Every doubly-laced root system of type (1 :3) is isomor

phic to that of G2. 

If a factor t' of a a-system of roots t is invariant by a, then t' is called a a-factor. 

A a-system of roots t is called a-irreducible if every a-factor of t coïncides with t or 
is void. Every a-irreducible a-system of roots consists whether of a single compo
nent or of two isomorphic components. In the l:!_tter case a permutes the two com

ponents. A non-voidal a-irreducible a-factor of a a-system of roots is called a a-corn

panent. 

Let a a-system of roots t be su ch that the associated involutioE a of 1}0 is extendable 
to an anti-involution of g0 • Then t is a-irreducible if and only if the corresponding 

real form ga is simple, or equivalently the corresponding symmetric space is irreducible. 

Let t be a root system and t :=J t' a subset. t' is called to be connected if it cannot 

be decomposed into two mutually orthogonal parts. Th us any two elements a, f3 of t 
is connected if (a, (3) -=F O. Every connected subset is contained in a single com

ponent. 
Similarly we define the notion of a-connected subset of a a-system of roots. If 

a a-invariant subset t' of a a-system of roots t cannot be decomposed into two 
mutually orthogonal parts which are a-invariant, then we say that t' is a-connected. 
Every a-connected subset is contained in a a-component. 

2.6. Throughout this and the next Nos., a-systems of roots t are assumed to 
be normal. For 'lfJ Er, we put 

tq, = {aEt; a 11); = 1p}. 
The number of elements of tq, is called the multiplicity of '1/), and is denoted by rn( 'lfJ ). 
The elements of t are called the roots of t associated to the restricted root 'lfJ Et-. We 

shall discuss sorne relations between multiplicities of restricted roots '1/)Et-, and the 
inner products of roots of t associated to 'lfJ, which are especially useful for the clas
sification of symmetric pairs of rank 1 (§4). 

We identify (1);)* and (1);)* with the metric subspaces of 1)0 * which are the annihi-
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lators of ~; and of ~;;- respectively in the natural way. Then we have the orthogonal 
decomposition 

~o* = (~;;-)*+(~;)*. 

We use the notations â and à for aE~o* to denote each components of a, i.e., a=â+ 
a, âE(~;)* and fiE(~;)*. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. For 'lfJEt-, tq,3'1fJ if and only if m('lfJ) is odd. 

Prooj. If aEtq,, then aaEtq,· Further, if aEtq,-{'lfJ}, then a-=Faa. Renee 
tq,-{'lfJ} is a disjoint union of pairs (a, aa), aEt -{'lfJ}, and hasan even number 
of elements. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. If 'lfJEt- has an odd multiplicity, then 2'1fJfEt-. 
Proof. Suppose that 2'1fJEt-, and let aEt2q,. Then à=2'1fJ. 

Now 

Renee 

(*) <a, a)l<'lf, 'lfJ) = 1, 2 or 3 
by 1°) of No.2.1 since tisa proper root system and <a, a)><'lf, 'lfJ)· On the other 
hand 

<a, a) = <â, â)+<a, a>> <a, a> = 4<'1f, VJ), 
contradicting to (*). q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION 2.4. If '!fEr-hasan even multiplicity and 2'1fJEt-, then 2VJ has an 

odd multiplicity. 
Proof. Since 1p has an even multiplicity, we have an element a E tq, such that 

a-=Faa. If 2VJ hasan even multiplicity, then there exists an element (3Et2q, such 
that (3-=Faf3. Since t is normal, <f3, af3)<0. If <f3, af3) < 0, then t3f3+af3=4'1fJ, 
whence r- 3 4'1fJ, contradicting to 2°) of No.2.1. Renee <f3, af3) = O. Then 

<f3, f3> = 2<fi, P> = 2<2'1f, Z'lfJ) = S<'lf, 'If>· 
On the other hand, by the assumption that Z1p has an even multiplicity and Prop. 2.2 we 

see that 

2VJ = a+aa fE t. 
Therefore <a, aa) = 0, and <a, a) = 2<1p, 'lfJ)· Consequently 

<f3, (3) = 4<a, a), 
which contradicts to the proper-ness of t. q.e.d. 

Under the assumption of the above proposition, for any aEtq, 

2'1fJ = a+aaEt. 
Rere assume that <a, aa) = 0, then <a+aa, a+aa) = 2<a, a) and 

aœ+rYro,a, == 2, 

whence t3a+aa-a.,+""'"'a = aa-a, contradicting to the condition (v) of t. Since 
the condition (v) implies that <a, aa)<O, we have a conclusion that 

(**) <a, aa) < O. 
Contrarily (**) implies that 2'1fJ = a+aaEt2q, and 2'1fJEt-. 

Therefore we obtain the following 

PROPOSITION 2.5. When 'lfJEt- have an even multiplicity, i) 2'1fJEt- if and only 
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if there exists an element aEtq, such that <a, aa) < 0, and in this case <fJ, afJ) < 0 
for all fJ E tq,; ii) 21p ft r if and only if there exists an element a E tq, such that <a, 
a a) = 0, and in this case <fJ, afJ) = 0 for all fJ Et<fr. 

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let 1p Er have an odd multiplicity, then <a, aa) = 0 for all 

aEt<fr- {1p}. 
Proof. If aEt<fr-{11'} satisfy that <a, aa) < 0, then a+aaEt and 21p =a+ 

aaEr- contradicting to Prop.2.3. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let 1pEt- be such that 21pft_r-, and a, {JEtq, satisfy that a -:1=
fJ and a-:1=-afJ, then <a, fJ) > O. 

Prooj. a-:1=-aa or fJ-:1=-afJ since a-:1=-fJ. We may assume that fJ-:~=-afJ. Then 

<a, fJ>+<a, afJ) =<a, fJ+afJ) = <1f, 21fJ) = 2<1f, 1p) >O. 
By Props.2.5 and 2.6 we see that <fJ, afJ) = 0, whence 

<fJ, fJ) = < afJ, afJ) = 2< 1p, 1p ), 
which implies that 

(***) a"',13 +a"',.,. 13 = 2. 
i) In case a -:1=- a a: <a, a a) = 0 by Props.2.5 and 2.6, whence 

<a, a) = 2<1p, 1p) = <fJ, fJ), 
which implies that 

aœ,fl = 0 or ± 1, aœ,.,- 13 = 0 or ± 1 
by 3°) of No.2.1, which, combined with (***), implies that 

a"',fl = a<>',<Tfl = 1, especially <a, fJ) >O. 
ii) In case a = a a: a= 1p, and 

a"',fl = 2<1f, fJ)f2<1fJ, 1p) = 2<1f, 1fJ)f2<1fJ, 1fJ)=1, 
in particular, <a, fJ) > O. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION 2.8. Let 1p Er be such that 21p Er-. Then for any a, fJ E r<fr satisfy

ing that a -:1=- fJ and a -:1=- a fJ we have that <a, fJ) > 0, and that <a, fJ) > 0 if and only 

if (a, afJ) = O. 
Proof. m('lfJ) is even by Prop.2.3. And 

<a, fJ+afJ) =(a, 21p) = 2(1fJ, 1p) >O. 
By Prop. 2.5.i), we see that <a, aa) <O and (fJ, afJ) <O, whence 

<a, a)= <fJ, fJ) = <afJ, afJ) = 4('1fJ, 1p). 
Therefore 

a"',13 +a"',a·fl = 2(a, fJ+afJ)/4(1fJ, 1p) = 1, 
which implies that <a, fJ) = 0 and (a, afJ) >O, or that <a, fJ) >O and <a, afJ)=O. 

2.7. Let r be a normal a-system of roots as in the above No. 

PROPOSITION 2.9. Let 1pEr hœve an add multiplicity, then r"' is connected. Hlhen 

m ( 1p) > 1, let r 1 be the component of r containing tq,, th en r 1 is doubly-laced of type 

(1 :2). 
Proof. 1pEtq, and <1f, a)= (1p, 1p) > 0 for any aEtq,. Hence tq, is connected. 

When m(1p)>l, for any aEtq,-{1/'} (a, aa) = 0 by Prop. 2.6, whence 

<a, a) = 2<1f, 1p). q.e.d. 
CoROLLARY 2.10. Let r be irreducible and simply-laced or doubly-laced of type (1 :3). 
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If m('1p) is odd for 'ljJEt-, then m('lfJ) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let 'ljJEt- be such that 21fJEt-, then tq, is connected. 

Prooj. Let a, {JEt1, be such that a=F{J. If {J =aa, then (a, {J) < 0 by Prop. 
2.5. If {J =1= a a, then <a, {J) > 0 or <a, {J) = 0 by Prop.2.8; in case <a, {J) = 0, 

(a, a{J) > 0 and (a{J, {J) <O. q.e.d. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let 1pEt- have even multiplicity and 21p$.t-. If m('lfJ) > 2,. 

then tq, is connected. 

Prooj. By assumptions, for any aEtq,, tq, -{a, aa} =/=cp. For any {JE tq,
{a, aa} we see that 

<a, {J) > 0 and ({J, aa) > 0 
by Prop.2.7, which implies that {a, {J, aa} is connected. q.e.d. 

When m(1p) = 2 and 21fJ$.t- for 1pEt-, then 

tq, = {a} U {aa} and <a, aa) = 0, 
whence, by Props.2.9, 2.11 and 2.12, we have the 

PROPOSITION 2.13. For any 'lfJ E r, tq, consists at most of two connected com

ponents; tq, consists exactly of two components if and only if m( 'lfJ) = 2 and 21fJ $. t-. 
2.8. Let t be a a-system of roots. Satake [7] defined the notion of a a-funda

mental system of roots which is useful also for our abstractly defined a-system of 
roots t. A linear order in t satisfying the following condition: 

(a) if aEt-t0 and a> 0, then aa > 0, 
is called a a-arder. Put dim f) 0 = l (=rank of t) and dim f); =p. One of the typical 
way to ob tain a a-order is to take a lexicographie order relative to a base {H 1 , .... ,Hz} 
of fJo such that {H1 , .... , HP} forms a base of f);. A fundamental system of t with 
respect to a a-order is called a a-fundamental system. If LI is a a-fundamental system 
of t, then Llo= LIn ta is a fundamental system of t 0 • Denoting by l0 the rank of 
tm let 

LI = {av···., az_z az_z +1>· • • ., az} 
0) 0 

be a a-fundamental system of t su ch that Ll 0 = { az-z +1, .••• , az}. The Lemma 1 of 
0 

[7] is applicable for t, and we get an involutive permutation a of indices {1, ...... ' 
l - 10 } such that 
(2.1) a(a1) = aü(i) + ~~~z-z 0 + 1 c)1)aJ' c~ 1 )>0 for 1 ~ i ~ l-!0 • 

Let LI- be the set of distinct elements of (f);)* obtained by restricting the ele
ments of LI- Ll 0 to f);. As easily seen LJ- forms a linear base of (f);)* such that every 
element of t- is a linear combination of elements of LJ- with integers of the same signs 
as coefficients. In particular, when t is a normal a-system of roots and LI is a a-funda
mental system of t, then LI- is a fundamental system of t-, in case of which LJ- is 
called a restricted fundamental system of t- according to a definition of [7]. 

To describe a a-fundamental system LI we use the figure due to Satake [7], called 
Satake figure, which is defined as follows: take a Schlafli figure of LI ; every root of 
Ll 0 is denoted by black circle e and every root of LI-Ll 0 is denoted by white circle 0; 

if a (i) = j su ch th at i =1= j for 1 ~ i ~ l-/0 , th en simple roots a1 and a j are connected 
by a curved arrow j'"~. 
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2.9. The propositions of[7] which are related only to the properties ofroot systems, 
are ail applicable for our normal a-systems of roots. For the proof of the following 
statements we re fer to [7]. 

In this No. r denotes a normal a-system of roots. Let W, W0 and W- denote 
respectively the Weyl groups of r, t 0 and r. Let W" be the subgroup of W con
sisting of ail sE W commutative with a. W0 is a normal subgroup of W". For any 
SE W<T, s 1); = 1);. Bence s 1 f); is a linear transformation of 1);. Then s Il); E w-. 
In this way we get a natural homomorphism 

e : w" ------) w-. 
(2.2) (! is surjective with W 0 as the kernel. 

Let LI be a a-fundamental system of r and SE w<T, then sLI lS also a a-funda

mental system. 
(2.3) w<T permutes transitive/y the a-fundamental systems of r. 

Let r 1 and r 2 be two a-systems of roots with involutions a 1 and a 2 . We say that 
r 1 and r 2 are a-isomorphic if there is an isomorphism rp: r 1 ~ r 2 up to a homogra
phy such that rpa 1 = a 2rp. Correspondingly we define the notion of a a-isomorphism 
Q[ two a-fundamental systems. 

(2.4) a-fundamental systems of a normal a-system of roots are a-isomorphic ta each 

other. For two normal a-systems of roots, they are a-isomorphic ta each other if and only if 
their a-fundamental systems are sa. 

2.10. THEOREM 2.14. Let r be a normally extendable a-system of roots in l)t' of 

a complex semi-simple Lie algebra g0 • The real forms corresponding ta anti-involutions 
extending à such as ta be normally related ta (g7 , q0 ) are conjugale ta each other by inner 

automorphisms of g0 commuting with 7:. 

Proo_f. Let a 1 and a 2 be two extensions satisfying the conditions of the Theorem. 

Put 

a1Eœ = (!œE""'' azEœ = (!'œEo-œ 

for all aEr. o1o2 is an automophism of g0 such that a1a2 j1)0 = identity map, 
and that 

alazE., = e'œ(!o-œEœ 

for aEr. By (1.2) and (1.5) we see that 

(!œ = (!o-ro and (! 1 IX = (! 1 crro• 

Put 

th en 

(*1) 'Y)ro = 'Y)uœ = (! 1œ(!œ = (! 1uœ9uœ for aEt, 
'Y)œ = 1 for aEt0 • 

Let 1pEr-. By Props. 2.7 and 2.8 we see that, for any two a, (3Er"' such that 

ac;ic(3 and ac;ica(3, a-(3Et0 or a-a(3Et0 • On the other hand 'Y)œ'Y}f3 = 'Y}œ+f3 if 
a, (3, a+(3Er. These and (*1) imply that 

(*2) 'Y)œ = 'Y}f3 for any two a, (3Er"' (1pEr). 
Let LI be a a-fundamental system of r and LI- {..11, ...... ,ÀP} be the asso-
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ciated restricted fundamental system of r-. Since À1 , .... ,ÀP are linearly indepen

dent, we can choose an HE .j -1 f).;- so that Ài(H) take arbitrarily given pure ima

ginary values. In particular we can choose HE .j- 1 f); so that 
(*3) e~o.i CH) = 'Y/œ for any a Er~.. , 1 ;:;; i ;:;; p, 

' 
because of (*2). "HE/~~~Tf).;-" implies that "y(H) = 0 for all yEt0 ", whence 
(*4) eYCH) = 1 = 'Y/y for all y E ro. 

Sin ce LI C t 0 U pr-l(LI-), where pr: fJo *-7(f).;-)* is the restriction, we see that 
(*5) e"'CHl = 'Y/œ for all aELI, 
by (*3) and (*4). Then (*5) and the fact that a 1 a 2 1 fJa =the identity map imply that 
(*6) er>crn = 'Y/r> for all (3Er. 

Now, put ~ = Exp(Ad(H /2)), which is an inner automorphism of ga such that 
~r = r~. And 

~a2~-1E"' = ~a2(e-reCH/•lE"') = ;(e"'CH/•)e'a~Errœ) 

=e' "'e"'(H/2-iiH/2) E"' = e' "'eai(H) E"' = e' "''Yj"'E"' = (!a,Eœ 
for all aEr. Renee ~a 2 ~-1 = a 1 . q.e.d. 

This Theorem and (2.4) imply immediately the 

CoROLLARY 2.15. Let two real forms g,. and g,. of a complex semi-simple Lie alge-
1 2 

bra ga be normally related to (gn f) 0 ). Then, g,. ~ g,. if and only if their a-funda-
1 2 

mental systems are a-isomorphic. 

Th us the classification problem of real simple Lie algebras is reduced to the classifi
cation of their a-irreducible a-fundamental systems of roots. 

§3. A reduction to the case of restricted rank 1. 

3.1. Let ga be a complex semi-simple Lie algebra, fJa a Cartan subalgebra of ga, 
r the system of (non-zero) roots of ga with respect to f) 0 and {E01 , a Er} a Weyl base 

of ga relative to l.Ja, and g7 be a compact form of ga such that rl.Ja = fJa and rE"' =~ 

E_ 01 for all aEr. Now we quote the following well-lmown theorem: 

(3.1) For any automorphism rp of r, there exists an automorphism 1jJ of ga such that 

1fJLJa = l.Ja, 'ljJi = i'ljJ and that 'lfJ* =cp as a linear map: 'f)0*-7LJa*, i.e., (rpa) (H) = a('ljJ 

(H) ) for all a E f) 0 * and HE fJa· 
The automorphism 1jJ of (3.1) satisfies that 

for aEr. 
Put 

1fJE"' = ~"'E'~'-1 01 , 

then the condition that 'ljJi = i'ljJ is equivalent to saying that 

(3.2) 1 ~"' 1 = 1 for all aEr. 
Let LI be a fundamental system of t. The proof of the following statement is also 
contained in the usual proof of (3.1). 

(3.3) The automorphism 1jJ of (3.1) can be chosen to ta.ke arbitrary pre-assigned values 

~"' satisfying (3.2) for aELI; by these values ~"'for aELI, 1jJ is determined uniquely. 
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Now let r be a a-system of roots in 1)0*, and LI be a a-fundamental system ofr. 
Apply (3.1) and (3.3) to aT* with the as&igrrment that ;,. = 1 for ali aELl 0 (~,. is 
arbitrary wr aE Ll-Ll 0 ). Then we obtain an automorphism 1jJ of g0 satisfying (3.1) su ch 

that 1fJ* =aT*. Sinee Ll 0 is a funda:nental system of ro and ~"'~fl = ~"'+f3 for a, (J, a 

+(JEr"' we see that ~"' = 1 for ali aEr0 • If we put 'Y} = 'ljJT, then 'Y} is an anti
automorphism of ga (i.e., an automorphisrn of ga as a Lie algebra over R and an anti
linear map of ga as a vector space over C) such that 'YJ* = a, and that, if we put 'Y}E"' = 

e"'E""' for aEr, (}œ = 1 for al! aEr0 • Namely we obtained the 

PROPOSITION 3 .1. Let r be a a-system of roots in 1)0 *. There exists an anti-auto

morphisrn 'Y} of ga such that 'YJlJa = lJa, 'YJ llJa = à and 'Y}T = TYJ, and that, if we put 

rJE,. = e"'E""' for alla Er, then (}œ = 1, for all aEr0 • 

The next question is to seek conditions whether the anti-automm phism 'Y} of Prop. 
3.1 can be chosen to be involutive or not. 

3.2. Let r be a a-system of roots in LJo*· When rank(r) = p, we say that r 
is of restricted rank p. For each A Er-, let'(~. denote the union of t,û\> mER, such 

that rnA Er- . Clearly t 0 U i\ is closed and a-invariant in r. 

LEMMA 3.2 i\ is a-connected. 

Prooj. Let aEr~>. and (JEtm~>. (rnAEr-), then 

<a+cra, fJ+afJ) = <ZA, 2mA) = 4rn(A, A) > O. 
Renee <a, (J) -=F 0 or <a, a(J) -=F O. q.e.d. 

Let rÀ denote the a-component of t 0 U rÀ containing rÀ, and l)À be a subspace of lJo 
generated by ali H"' such that a Er~>.· Then rÀ is a a-irreducible a-system of roots in 
lJ~>.* (considered as a subspace oflJo*) with the induced involution a~>.= a ll)f . Put 

1);: = l); n l)À and l)t = 1); n l)À, then l)f = (l)t)* EB (l)t)* and ('!);:)* (or (l)t)*) lS 

the eigenspace of the value +1 (or -1) of a~>.. Since ('!);:)* is of dimension 1, 
generated by ). as is easily seen, we have the 

LEM MA 3.3. rÀ is a a-irreducible a-system of roots of restricted rank 1. 

Take a a-arder in r. Let LI be the a-fundamental system of r relative to the 
a-arder, and Ll 0 , L!- be fundamerrtal systems of r 0 , r- respectively defined as in No. 
2.8. This a-arder induces a a-arder in rÀ for each A Er. Let Ll\ Li~ and (L!À)- be che 
corresponding fundamental systems of rÀ, (rÀ)O and (rÀ)-. If AELl-, then(L!À)-={A}. 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let ,{EL!-, then LJ!.. = Ll nrÀ and LI~ = LlonrÀ. 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that every simple root of ji>. is a simple root of LI. 
Assume that a root yELlÀ is non-simple for the original a-arder of r. Then there 
a~:s•o ~ !l=o- SU"h tl-.<>1 ~~~~ ""d !l~f\ <>nrl th.,• y - ~-LR 
'"-'AJ. 1..-..;l u, {J...__...,.. '-'.L .>...LU.'-' '-A./ V a,_.__.. f-//v ._.._.__._.._._ .n. "~" - \Jw 1 f-'• 

Put a 11); =ft and (J 11); =v, then ft, vEr- and ft>O, v>O. We have two 
cases: y 11); = 0 or A. 

i) In ca>e y Il); = 0: ft +v = 0, ft?::_O and v >O. Renee ft= v =0. And a, 
(JEt0 • As is easily seen, <a, y)-=FO or <fJ, y)-=FO. If <a, y)-=FO, then ais connected 
with r~>. and contained in t 0 • Renee aErÀ. Sinee rÀ is dosed in r, (JErÀ. Similarly 
"<fJ, y)-=FO" implies also that a, (JEt~>.· A contradiction. 
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ii) In case y IIJ; = À: fl +v = À, fl>O and Y >O. Sin ce À is simple for LI-, 
fl = 0 or v= O. We may considcr as fl = 0, then aEt0 and (3ErÀ. Renee (3EtÀ, 
and a E tÀ by the closed-ness of tÀ in t, which contradicês to the assumption that y E 
LJf.... q.e.d. 

By this proposition we see easily the 
PROPOSITION 3.5. When we are given a cr-fundamental system LI of r, then LIÀ con

sists of pr-l(À) n LI plus all elements of Llo which are Ll 0 -connected with pr-1 (À) n LI for 

each À E LI-, where pr: LI- Ll 0 ~ LI- is the restriction map. 

For the definition of "LI 0 -connected," cf., [7], No.1.3., p.81. 

3.3. Let r be a cr-system of roots in IJo*· Using the notations of the above 
No. and choosing a cr-order in r, let gM denote the semi-simple part of the centralizer of 
the plane 

Pr. = {HE1)0 ; a(H) = 0 for ali aEtÀ} 
in g0 for each À E LI-, i.e., 

gÀO = (1)1\)o + 2J g.,. 
aETI\ 

(1)1\)o is a Cartan subalgebra of gÀO, rÀ the root system of gM with respect to (1)À)0 , {E.,, 
aEtÀ} a Weyl base of gM relative to (1)1\)0 • gM is invariant under r. Put r 1 gl\0 =ri\ 
for À E LI-. Then gTÀ = gÀO n gT is a compact form of gÀO su ch that rÀ(IJÀ)O = Cfh)o 

and rÀE., = E_., for aEtÀ. Further we put à IIJÀ = à". 

THEOREm 3.6. Let r be a a-system of root in IJo*· Using the above notations, r 
is normally extendable with respect to (g7 , 1)0 ) if and only if tl\ with cri\ is normally 
extendable with respect to (g7 , Cfh)a) for each À E LI-. 

À 

Pro of. "only if" part is clear. 

Assume that each à À, À E LI-, is extended to an anti-involution of g"0 such that it 
is normally relat'"d to (g7 À, (1)1\)a)· Put 

for ÀELI-. 
Then, LI is decomposed into a disjoint union 

LI = LloU ( U LI'À) 
,1-==)À 

by a reason of Prop. 3.4. Next we put 

àÀE., = e~E""' for ail aEtÀ, ÀELI-. 
Th en 

(!~ = 1 for ali aELI~, ÀELI-. 

Hence, ifwe define àE., = f!.,E""' by putting f!., = 1 for aELI 0 and[!., = e~ for aELI'\ 
th en (!., is defined for ali a E LI and à is extended uniquely to an anti-automorphism of 
gaby (3.3) and Prop. 3.1, which coïncides with àf... on gM for all ÀELI-. Now 

ààE., =~ E., for ail aELI, 
by our definition and the assumption that àf...àf... = 1 for all À E LI-. 
Therefore 

àà = the identity automorphism of ga 
by the uniqueness of (3.3). q.e.d. 

This them·em reduces our problem to the classification of normally extendable 
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a-systems of roots of restricted rank 1. 
By Prop.3.5 and Theo.3.6 we see easily the 

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let LI be a a-fundamental system of a normally extendable a

system of roofs. Let ÀELI- and LI' be Ll-LIÀ plus all elements of Ll 0 which are Ll 0 -

connected to an element of LI-Ll". Then LI' is also a a-fundamental system of a normal(v 

extendable a-system of roots. 

This proposition will be used frequently in §5. 

REMARK. In case a=<*, r = t 0 and LI= Ll 0 • Renee LI-= ifJ and the condi
tion "normal! y extendable" of Theo. 3.6 is trivially satisfied. Actually we have that 

à= •. 

Renee 9& = g7 and the corresponding symmetric space is reduced to "a point". 
This trivial case will be omitted out of our subsequent discussions, i.e., hereafter 

a c;é •* al ways and 9& is non-compact if a is normally extendable. 

§4. Classification (Case of rank 1). 

4.1 First we classify a-fundamental systems of a-irreducible normal a-systems 
of roots of restricted rank 1. Let r be such a a-system of roots. Choosing a a-order 
in r, put LI- = {À}. By discussions of §2 we have the following three cases: 

i) m (À) is odd, then r- = {-À, À}: 
ii) m (À) is even and 2ÀE;t:r-, then r- = {-À, À}; 

iii) m (À) is even and 2ÀEr-, then r- = {-2À, -À, À, U}. 

As a a-order in r we use a lexicographie order with respect to a linear base {H 1 , 

.... ,Hl} of ~o su ch that H 1 E ~; th1 oughout this paragraph. The convenience of 

usage of this order is that r-À<ro<rÀ in cases i) and ii), and t- 2À<r-À<ro<rÀ< 
t 2À in case iii). 

The next !emma will be used sometimes in the sequel. 

LEMMA 4.1. Every roof y of t 0 is connected with sorne root of rÀ U t 2À (where t 2À = 
ifJ in cases i) and ii) ). 

Prooj. Since r is a-rreducible and hence a-connected, there exists a chain {'1/'v 

1p2, •••• , '1/'n} int0 which connects y to sorne root a'EtÀUt2À, i.e., <y,VJ1)c;é0, <'ll'i> 
'1/'i+l) c;é 0 for 1 < i < n -1 and < 'll'm a') c;é O. Assume that n >O, and put y = 'll'o· If 
< '1/'n-l> a') c;é 0, then the length n of this chain can be reduced by 1. If < '1/'n-l> a')= 
0, we put a"= a'-a,.',<Pn'll'm then a"EtÀUt2À and <'ll'n-l> a")c;éÜ. Thus {v>w ... , 

V'n-1} is a chain in t 0 to connect y to a" EtÀ U t 2À, and the length of the chain is 
reduced by 1. Continue this process up to n=O, then the Lemma is proved. 

4.2. Case i). Put m = m(À) ar,d m = 2m' -1. Let the roots of 

(4.2.1) rÀ = {al, .... , am', .... , am} 
be arranged in the increasing order with respect to the g1ven a-order, i.e., ai<aj if 

ï<j. Since ai+aai = aj+aaj = 2À for ai, ajEtÀ, 

(4.2.2) ai<aj if and only if aai>aaj. 
In particular, 
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(4.2.3) 
for 1 ~ i ~ m, 

aam' = am' = Il. 
By Prop.2.6 we see that 

(4.2.4) <ai, ai) = 2<11., Il) 
<am'> am') = <Il, Il), 

and by Prop.2.7 we see that 

for i=;t:.m', 

(4.2.5) <ai, a;) > 0 if i+j=;t:.m+1; 
in particular, 

(4.2.6) yi= ai+l -a1 E t 0+ for 1~i<m 

(r: denotes the set of positive roots of t 0). And 

<Yi> yi) = 2<11., Il) if 1~ i <m' -1, 
<Ym'-1> Ym'-1) = <Il, JI.). 

(4.2.7) 

Further, from (4.2.3) and (4.2.6) we see that 

(4.2.8) Ym'+i = Ym'-i-1 for 0 ~ i <m' -1. 

17 

By the property of the used a-order stated at the middle of the above No., we 

set> that 
( 4.2. 9) am-i+l is the i-th root from the highest root for 1 ~ i ~m. 
Then (4.2.6), (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) prove that 
(4.2.10) y1, •••• , Ym'-l are simple roots. 
On the other hand. 
( 4.2.11) a1 is a simple root, 
since it is the lowest root of tÀ. By (4.2.4)-(4.2.7) we see easily that {al> y1, ....• 
Ym'-1} forma fundamental system ofroots of type Bm' if m';;;,2. Cleatly every root 
of tÀ is expressed as a linear combination of a1, y1, .... Ym'-l' e.g., 

am = al+2(yl+· · · · +Ym'-1). 
Let yEt;;; by Lemma 4.1 there exist a1, aiEtÀ such that y+ai =ai. Then 

Y = Yt+· ···+Yi+ i-l' 
i.e., it is expressed as a linear combination of YI>· ... , Ym'-l if m';;;,Z. Thus we 
obtain the 

PROPOSITION 4.2. Normal a-systems of roots of restricted rank 1 of case i) are clas
sijied by their a-fundamental systems described by Satake figures as follows. 

with aa1 = a1 and m(/1.) = 1, 

o~e- --- -•~• [ 
. ____ __,__a~l --'Y-"1 _ Yz-2 Yz-1 

for all l ;;;, 2 

with aa1 = a1 + 2(y1 + .... + Yz-1) and m(/1.) = 2!-1, where the arrow =:}directs 
from the longer root to the shorter one. 

As is easily seen, thus defined a are involutive automorphisms of t and the a-sys
tems of roots defined by the above a-fundamental systems are actually normal. 

4.3. Case ii). Put m(/1.) = m = 2m'. By Prop. 2.5. ii) all roots of tÀ have the 
same length and 
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(4.3.1) (a, a) = 2(À, À) 
Let the roots of rÀ = {a1, .... , am} be arranged in the inc.easing arder with respect 
to the given a-arder, and discuss of them in a parallel way to No. 4.2 using Prop. 2.7. 
Then first we obtain: 

(4.3.2) 
(4.3.3) 

aai = am-i+l 
(ai, aJ)>O 

for 1~ i ~m, 
if i + j #- nt+ 1. 

Here we put 

(4.3.4) 
for 1~ i < m', 

aml+t-am'-t === Ym'' 
th en 
(4.3.5) 
Now all differences ai-ai (j > i) are expressed as a linear combination of Yv . ... , 
y m' ; in particular 

am = aal = al+2(yl + · · · · · · +Ym'-2)+Ym'-l+Ym'· 
Next, every element of ! 0+ is expressed as a linear combination of y1, .... , Y m' by a 
reasoning of use of Lemma 4.1. Finally, di&cussing (yi, Yi) and (av Yi) by (4.3.3)
(4.3.4), we see that {a1, y1, .... , Ym'} form the fundamental system with respect to 
the given a-or der if m' > 1. They are of type Dm'+l if m' ~ 3 ar1d of type A3 if 
m' = 2. If m' = 1, then ! 0 = <jJ and rÀ = {a1, aa1} is not connected. Thus we 
obtain a classification of a-fundamental systems of case ii). It is easy to see thus 
obtained a are involutiv~ automorphisms of r and that the a-systems of roots defined 
by these a-fundamental systems are all normal. 

PROPOSITION 4.3. Normal a-sytems of roofs of restricted rank 1 of case ii) are clas
si fied by their a-fundamental systems described by Satake figures as follows: 

with aa1 = a 2 and m(À) = 2, 

for all l ~ 4 

4.4. Case iii). Put m(À) = 2m' and m(2À) = 2m"-1, and let the roots of 

(4.4.1) rÀ = {al, .... , a2m'}, r2À = {pl, .... , PrnP> .... , P2rn!'-1} 
be arranged in the increasing orcier with respect to the given a-arder. By Prop. 2.13 
rÀ and r2À are connected. Hence r must be connected since it is a-irreducible. As in 
No. 4.2 we see that 

(4.4.2) aai = a2m'+l-i 
afJJ = fJ2m"-j 

for 1< i < 2m', 
for 1 < j < 2m"- 1. 
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By Prop. 2.5. i) and Prop. 2.6 we see that 

(4.4.3) (a;, aa;) < 0 for all i, 
(fJ;, a{JJ) = 0 for j=Fm", 

(4.4.4) 2À = fJm" = a;+a2m'+I-i for 1;;;; i ;;;;m'. 
Then we see that 

( 4.4.5) (a;, a;) = (fJm"• fJm") = 4(À, À) 

<fJJ, fJJ> = 8(À, À) 

for all z, 
for j =Fm". 

19' 

LEM MA 4.4. In case m" = 1 t is simply-laced, and in case m" > 1 t is doubly-laceti 

of type (2:1). 
Proof. The assertion for the case m"> 1 is clear from ( 4.4.5). 

In case m" = 1, assume that t is not simply-laced. Since the roots of tÀ U t 2À have the 
same length, there must exista root yEt0 such that (y, y) =1=- (a1, a1). Then, by 
Lemma 4.1 there exists a root aEtÀ U t 2À such that (y, a) =1=-0. We may assume that 

(y, a)< 0 by replacing y by -y if necessary. Now put 

!5 = y-a1,"'a E tÀ U t2À> 
then ( !5, !5) = (y, y) =1=- (ai> a1) which contradicts to the fact that all roots of tÀ U t 2À 
have the same length. q.e.d. 

Now the case iii) is further divided into two cases; case a) m" = 1, and case b) 

m" > 1. 

4.4.a. Case iiia). {31 is the highest root, and a1 is a simple root since it is the 
lowest root of tÀ U t 2À. Let n be the coefficient of a1 in the expression of {31 as a 
linear combination of simple roots. Since {31 Il); = 2À and a 1 llJ; = À, n = 1 or 2. 
And, in case n=2 all simple roots other than a1 must belong to t 0 ; in case n = 1 only 
one simple root di:ffering from a1 belongs to tÀ and ali other simple roots must be

long to t 0 • 

Further we note that 
(4.4.6) 
since {31 = a1 +aa1 • This determines the possible simple roots which can be a1 in 
the given Schlafli figure. Simple roots of t 0 will be denoted by y;. 

In the present case t is simply-laced by Lemma 4.4, hence of type Al, Dl or El. 
Type Al. By ( 4.4.6) a1 must be the one of the externat roots in the Schlafli 

figure of Al. Then n = 1. Let a' be another simple root of tÀ, then ({31, a') > 0 
since {31 = a' +aa'. Bence a' must be the another external root than a1 in the 

Schlafli figure of Al. Therefore the possible a-fundamental system is determined uni
quely. It is described by Satake figure as follows: 

jÇ ~ 

o-•- --- -•-o 
ar Yr Yl-2 a' 

for every ~ 2 

with aa1 = a' +(y1 + .... +yl_2) and m(À) = 2(!-1), m(2À) = 1. 
It is easy to see that each one of the above a-fundamental systems determines 

a normal a-system of roots. 
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Type Dl. By (4.4.6) a1 is determined uniquely in the Schlafli figure of Dl and 
n=2. Renee the possible a-fundamental system is determined uniquely, which is des
cribed by 

eyl-2 •-o-•- --- -•/ 
Y1 al Y2 Yl-s \ 

Yl-1 

for every l ~ 4 

with aa1 = Y1+a1+2(y2+· · · · · · +Yl-s)+Yl-2+Yl-l and m(À) = 2(2!-4). 

As is easily seen each one of the above a-fundamental systems atcually makes r 
a normal a-system of roots. 

Type El. Discuss parallelly to the above ones, then the possible a-fundamental 
system is determined uniquely for each l =6, 7 and 8, which is described as follows: 

Y1 Y2 Ys Y4 Y5 
E6iii) e-e-e-e-e 

1 
oal 

with aa1 = a1+y1+2y2+3ys+2y4+y5, 

al Y1 Y2 Ys Y4 Y5 o-•-•-•-•-• 
1 

ey6 
with aa1 = a1+3y1+4y2+3ys+2y4 +y5 +2y6, 

al Y1 Y2 Ys Y4 Y5 YB 
E8iii) o-•-•-•-•-•-• 

1 

ey7 

with aœ1 = a1 + 3y1 +4y2 +Sys+6y4 +4y5 +2y6+3y7• 

These a-fundamental systems gives normal a-systems of roots as is easily checked. 

4.4.b. Case iii b). ris doubly-laced of type (2:1) by Lemma 4.4, hence is of type 
Bl, Cl or F 4· f32m"-l is the highest root and f32m"-i is the i-th root from the highest 
root for 1 ;;; i ;;; m" with respect to the given a-order. For roots of t 2 ;~. we can apply 
Prop. 2.7, and we see that 

(4.4.7) <f32m"-i• f32m"-J) > 0 for 1 ;;; i < j ;;; m''· 
He nee 

(4.4.8) yi = f32m" -i - f32m/' -i-l (Er,;-) is a simple root for 1 ;;; i < m". 
Sinc;e f32m"-i• 1 ;;; i < m", are long roots and f3m" is a short root, by (4.4.7) we see 
that 
( 4.4. 9) Yu . ... , Y m" _2 are long roots, and Y m" _1 is a short root. 
Furthermore, 
( 4.4.1 0) a 1 is a short simple root, 

since it is the lowest root of t;~.; and 

(4.4.11) <œ1, f3m") > 0 
since f3m" = œ1 +aœ1• 

Type Bl. By the above generality œ1 and Y m" _1 are different short simple roots, 
and every fundamental system of roots of type Bl con tains only one short root. Renee 
there does not exist any normal a-system of roots of type Bl belonging to the considered 
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case. 
Type Cl. The Schlafli figure of type Cl is described as 

0-0- --- -OÇ=O 

The highest root 
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fJ2m"-1 = 2(<p1+····+??l-1)+??l· 
By (4.4.7)-(4.4.8) <fJ2m"_1, y1) > 0 and y1 is simple. 
determined as y1 = <p1. Here we note that <p1 is a short root, 
= 1, i.e., only "m" =2" is possible. Hence 

Hence y1 is uniquely 
then by (4.4.9) m"-1 

fJm" = fJ2rn!'-2 = 9?1+2(??2+· · · · +??l-1)+??l· 
Now, by ( 4.4.11) œ1 is uniquely determined as œ1 = <p2 • Since the coefficient of œ1 1s 
2 in the above expression of fJm" as a linear combination of simple roots, the possible 
a-fundamental system is uniquely determined, which is described as follows: 

1 -~liii) -----Y;
1
--o-e- --- -eÇ=e-

œ1 Y2 Yl-2 Yl-1 
for every l ~ 3 

with aœ1 = y1+œ1+2(y2+. ... +yl_2)+yl_1, m(A) = 4(!-2) and m(ZA) = 3. 
This figure gives ccrtainly a normal a-system of roots for every l ~ 3 as is easily 

seen. 

Type F 4• The Sclafli figure of type F 4 is described as 
0--0==i>0--0 

with the highest root 

fJ2rn!'-1 = 2<p1+3??2+4??3+2??4· 
By (4.4.7)-(4.4.8) <fJ2m/'_1, y1) > 0 and y1 is simple. Hence y1 = <p1, a long root. 
Next 

fJ2·m"-2 = fJ2m"-1-<p1 = ??1 +3<p2+4<p3+2<p4, 
and, by (4.4.7)-(4.4.8) <fJ2m,_2, y2) > 0 an.d y2 is simple. Hence y2 = <p2, a long root. 
Th en 

fJ2m"-3 = fJ2m"-1-<p2 = 9?1+2??2+4??3+2??4· 
By (4.4.7)-(4.4.8) <fJ2m"_3, y,) > 0 and Ys is simple. Hence Ys= <p3 , a short root. 

Now, by (4.4.9) m"-1 = 3, i.e., only "m"=4" is possible. And 

fJm" = fJ2m"-4 = 9?1 +2??2+3rp3+2??4· 
Then, by(4.4.11) œ1 is uniquely determined as œ1 = <p4• And the possible a-funda
mental system is determined uniquely, which is described by Satake figure as follows: 

•-•==i>•-o 
Y1 Y2 Y3 Œ1 

with aœ1 = y1 +2y2+3y3+œl> 
m(A) = 8 and m(2A) = 7. 

This figure determines certainly a normal a-system of roots as is easily checked. 
Summarizing the discussions of No. 4.4 we obtain the following 

PROPOSITION 4.5. Normal a-systems of roofs of restricted rank 1 of case iii) are 

classified as follmvs: Alizï) for l ~ 2, D/ii) for l ~ 4, Eliii) for l =6, 7 and 8, Cl iii) for 
!~3, and Fèi). 
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4.5. In Nos. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 we classified ail normal a-systems of roots of res
tricted rank 1 by their a-fundamental systems. Now we shall determine whether they 
are normally extendable or not. For this we need two lemmas (Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7). 

First we quote two propositions about the structure constants Nœ,fJ (a, {3E.t) of a 
complex semi-simple Lie algebra with respect to a Weyl base {Eœ, aE.t} which are 
well known since H. Weyl. We use the convention that Nœ,fJ = 0 if a+(37":- 0 and E;t:t. 
(4.5.1) Let a, (3, y be non-zero roots such that a+f3+y = 0, then 

Nœ,fJ = NfJ,Y = Ny,œ· 
( 4.5.2) Let a, (3, y and o be non-zero roots such that 

a+f3+y+o = 0, (3+y"l':-0, y+o"l':-0 and o+(37":-0, then 

Nœ,fJNy,a+Nœ,yNa,fJ+Nœ,aN13,y = O. 
Let t be a normal a-system of roots of restricted rank 1, 'YJ be any anti-automor

phism of g0 extending à in the sense of Prop. 3.1. 
Put 

nE,_, = eœErrœ for each aE.t. 

Then (!œ = 1 for any aE.t0 • 

LEMMA 4.6. Let aE.tÀ and y, oE.t0 such that {a+y, a+o} Ct, y+o"l':-0, 
Ny,a = 0 and aa = œ+y+o. Then 

(j,_,(!""' = 1. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let aE.tÀ and y, o, sE.t0 such thal aa = a+y+o+s, 

{a+y, a+o, a+s, aa-y, Œlx-o, aa-s} c t, y+o"l':-0, o+s"l':-0, y+s"l':-0 and 
Ny,a = Na,, = Ny,e = O. Then 

1},_,(!""' = -1. 
Proof of Lemma 4.6. Apply 'YJ on both sides of 

[ [ E,_,, Ey], Ea] = N,_,,yNœ+y,aE""'" 
And compare the coefficients of both sides remarking that N,_,,fJ = N -œ,-fJE.R, 1 (!œ [ 
=1, (!y= ea = 1. Then we obtain 

(4.i) {j,_,(!rrœ = (Nœ+y+a,-'YN'-"+a,-a)/(N,_,,'YN'-"+Y,a)· 
Here, apply (4.5.2) to the 4-ple {a+y+o, -a, -y, -o}, then we see that 

Nœ+'Y+a,-yN -a,-,_,+N'-"+Y+a,-aN-ro,-Y =O. 
Therefore 

(4.ii) N,_,+1 +a,-y/N,_,,y = Nœ+y+a,-a/Nœ,a· 
Next, apply (4.5.1) to triples {a+y+o, -o, -a-y} and {a+o, -o, -a}. Then 
we see that 
( 4.iii) 
and that 

(4-.iv) Nœ+a,-a = N_a,-"' = -N,_,,a. 
From ( 4.i)-( 4.iv) we conclu de that 

(j,_,f!rr,_, = 1. 
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Apply 'YJ on both sides of 

[[[ E,_,, Ey], Ea], E,J = N,_,,YN'-"+'Y,aN,_,+ 1+a,,E""'' 
and compare the coefficients of both sides. Then we obtain 

q.e.d. 
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(4.v) (iœ/}crœ = (N,x.+y+S+E,-'YN,HS+E,-SN,+E,-e)/(N,,yN,x.+y,SN<Hy+S,•)· 
Apply (4.5.2) to the 4-ple {œ+y+o+s, -œ--0, -y, -s}, then we see that 

N,+Y+S+E,-'YN _,,-,-s+N,+Y+S+E,-<N -IJI-S,-Y = 0, 
he nee 

( 4.vi) N,+"/+S+E,-"1/ N,+S,y = N,+"/+S+E,-e/ N,+S,e· 

Next apply (4.5.1) to the triple {œ+y+o+s, -s, -œ-y-o}, then we see that 

(4.vi') N,+"/+S+a,-e = N -<,-!JI-y-S= -N,+y+S,e· 
From (4.vi) and (4.vi') we obtain 

( 4.vii) N<H"/+S+E,-"1/ N,+"/+S,e = -N,+s,y/ N,+S,e· 
Similarly, applying (4.5.2) to the 4-ple {œ+o+s, -œ, -0, -s} and then applying 
(4.5.1) to the triple {œ+o+s, -s, -œ-o}, we see that 

(4.viii) N,+S+E,-s/N,,s = -N,+s,,/N,,,. 
Further, apply (4.5.1) to the triple {œ+s, -s, -œ}, then we obtain 

(4.ix) N.,+E,-< = N_,,_, = -N,,,. 
Finally, sin ce [ Ey, Es] = 0 we have the equality 

[[E.,, Ey], Es]= [[E,.,, E8], Ey], 
which implies that 

(4.x) N,.,,s/(N,,'YN"'+'Y•S) = 1/ Na+S>y· 
Multiply (4.vii)-(4.x) side by side, and then compare with (4.v). Then we con

elude that 

q.e.d. 

4.6 THEOREM 4.8. a) The following normal a-systems of roofs of restricted rank 1: 
A 1i), Bli), A 1 xA 1ii), A 3ii), Dlii), Aliii), Cliii) and F4iii), are normally extendable. 
b) The following ones: Dliii) and Eliii) (6;;;; l;;;; 8), are not normally extendable. 

Prooj. For the a-fundamental system LI of the normal a-system of roots r of res

tricted rank 1 of each type, choose an anti-automorphism YJ satisfying Prop. 3.1 such 

that (!a ( 1 Qœ 1 = 1) is arbitrary, and that (!, = (!., for A 1 X A 1ii), (!,, = (N,,~ 
1. 1 2 1 " 

/ N""'',-y)Q,1 for Aliii) by putting y = y1 +· ... +yl_2. 

First we see easily that 

(}cr!Jil(j";.l = 1 for A 1i), 

f!crœl(}"'l = (}cr!JI2 (}cr"'2 = 1 for A 1 xA1ii), 

f1crœ1(i;.1 = (!crœ'Q"'' = 1 for Aliii). 

Further, applying Lemma 4.6 for œ = œ1 , we see that 

- -1 (!cr!JilQ"'l-

by putting y= 0 = y1 + .... +yl-1 for Bli), y= y1 and 0 = y2 for As ii), y= y1 + .... 

+Yl-s+Yl-2 and 0 =y1 + .... +Yl-s+Yl-l for Dlii), y=y1 and 0 = 2(y2 + .... +yl_2) 

+Yl-l for Cliii), y = y1 +y2+y3 and o = y2 +2y3 for F 4iii). Renee 

YJYJEfJ = Efl 
for every simple root {JE LI of each former type. Therefore 

YJYJ = the identity automorphism of g0 

for each former type by the uniqueness of (3.3). 
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Next apply Lemm 4.7 for LI of Dliii) by putting a= a 1, y=yv (j = y 2 + . ... + 
Yl-s+Yl-2 and 8=y2+ .... +Yl-s+Yl-l; for E5iii) by putting a=av y=y8 , b=y2+Ys 
+y4 and 8 = y1+y2+Ys+Y4+y5 ; for E7iii) by putting a= a 1, y= y1+y2+y,, (j = 

y1+y2+y6 and 8 = y1+2y2+2y3+2y4+y5+y6 ; for Esiii) by putting a= a 1, y= y1 

+y2+Ys+Y4+Yo> (j = Y~+y2+Ys+Y4+Yr and 8 = Yl+2y2+3ys+4y4+3yo+2y6+ 
2y7• Then we see that 

---1 (!urx/!rx1 -

for each latter type. Hence 'YJ cannot be involutive for any choice of (!œ1 for each lat

ter type. 
By the above Theorem we obtain a classification of irreducible infinitesimal 

symmetric pairs of rank 1 by their a-fundamental systems. 

§S. Classification (General case). 

5.1 In this paragraph we classify a-fundamental systems LI of a-irreducible 
normally extendable a-systems of roots. This will give us a classification of infinitesi
mal irreducible symmetric pairs via Prop. 1.2 and Cor. 2.15. Let t be such a a-system 
of roots. t consists at most of two components. 

If r coD.sists exactly of two components ti and t 2 , then at 1 = t 2 , and a a

fundamental system consists of two connect~d-ness components Lli and L1 2 such that 
Lli forrns a fundamental system of ti for each i = 1, 2, and aLli= Ll 2 . Hence LI-~ 
Lli, and LI" is of type Ai x A iii) for each ÂE LI- by a notation of No.3.2. Therefore 
t is normally extendable by Theorcms 3.6 and 4.8. This is the case that the cor
responding compact symmetric space is the space of a compact simple Lie group of 
the same type as ,1-. 

In subsequent Nos. we discuss the cases of t being connected, and hence of g0 

being simple. 
Theorem 3.6 is the key theorem for our classification, by which only a-fundamental 

systtms of normally extendable ones are possible as LI\ À E ,1-. 

In the sequel we use the following arguments frequently: under sorne assumptions 
about a a-fundamental system LI, aq;i and aq;i are determined for two simple roots 

q;;, IPi of LI in such a way that 

<aq;;, aq;i) of::<([!;, ~Pi), 
which contradicts to "a is isometric"; hence there exists no a-fundamental system 
which is normally extendable and satisfies the given assumptions. This type of argu
ment is called an "isometry argument" for the sake of simplicity. 

To describe the types of real simple Lie algebras g.; we use the usual notation due 
to E. Cartan. 

IP1 IP2 IPt-1 IPl • 
5.2. Type Al. Schlafli figure of LI : 0-0- --- -0-0 

Since LJI..cLJ for each ÂELI-, LJI.. must be of types A ii), A 3ii), Amiii) or Ai X Ai ii). 
Our discussion is divided in four cases. 

a) The case that at !east one externat root of LI belongs ta Ll 0 • We may assume 
that q;1 ELI 0• LI\ÂELI-, containing q;1 must be of type A 3 ii) since in the remaining 
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possible three types every external root does n0t belong to Ll 0 ; then 9J8 ELl 0 , and 904 $ 
Ll 0 by Prop. 3.5. Next Ll\ ÀELl-, containing 904 must be of type A 3ii) by the same 
reason as above since it contains IPs by Prop. 3.5, and 9J5 ELl 0 , gJ6 E)!:Ll 0 ; the same 
arguments continue iteratedly; finally l must be odd, and we obtain a normally exten
dable a-fundamental system 

•--o--e--o-------•--o--• 
lfJ1 lfJ2 (/J2l' (/J2l' + 1· 

In particular: l =2!'-j-1 (l';;;;l), 9J 2 i+ 1 ELI 0 (0~i~l'), 9J 2 tE)!:Ll 0 (l~i~l'), and 

IY(/Jzi = 9Jzi-l-l-(/J2i+9Jzi+1 (l~i~l'). 

The corresponding real simple Lie algebra g,; is of type Ail. 

In the remairring cases two external roots of LI belong to Ll-Ll 0 • We put 9J1 11); 
= Àl> i.e., 9J1 EL'J"I. 

b) The case that L1"1 is of type Amiii). If m < l, then ~Pm+ 1 Et: Ll 0 by Prop. 3.5. 
Sin ce 

O>< 9Jm+l> 9Jm) = < 1Y9Jm+1> 1Y9Jm) = < 1Y9Jm+l> (/JI -j- • • · • +~Pm-1), 
there exists an i~m-1 such that 

( 1Y9Jm+1> (/Ji)< 0, 
which becomes impossible after discussing possible types of LI" such that Ll" 3 IPm+l 
Renee l = m, and Ll = L1"1 with l;;;; 2. The corresponding g,; is of type AIV. 

c) The case that L1"1 is of type A 1 xA 1ii). Put L1"1 = {901, ~Pm}, then m > 2. 
{9J2, 9Jm-1}CLI-Llo (and9Jm+1ELl-Ll 0 ifm<l)byProp. 3.5. Rere 

(a9Jm-1> 901)<0, 
and, if m < l, then 

< 1Y9Jm+l> 901) < 0 
similarly as in the above case. Putting IPm- 1 11); = À' and 9Jm+l 11); = À11, we see 
from the above formula that 

À' = ~Pz 11); = }," 
by checking the possible types of LI"' and of Ll"". But this is impossible. Renee it 

must be that m=l. 
Now Ll-L1"1 is a normally extendable a-fundamental system by Prop. 3.7, and 

IP2 11); = IPl-1 11); = À'. 

If l = 3, then Ll"' = {902} is of type A 1i). If !>3, then LI"' is of type Al_ 2iii) by 
b) or A 1 xA 1ii) with !>4. In case LI"' being of type A1 XA1ii) we can iterate the 
same discussion as above. Continue the same discussions iteratedly. Finally we ob

tain the following a-fundamental systems normally extendable: 

for 2~s~lj2, 
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fP1 fP2 fPL' 
0-0-----0 
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r r r ~ofPL'+1 in case l = 2l'+l. 
~ ~ ~/ 
0-0-----0 

The corresponding gil are of type Alli. 

d) The case thal LF'1 is of type A1 i). LF'1 

Et: Ll 0 by Prop. 3.5, and 

< rpl> arp2) < O. 
Since L!À2, À2 = rp2[ ~;, rs of type A1i), A1 xA1ii) or Amiii), the above formula 
implies immediately that 

L!À2 = {rp2} and arp2 = rp2. 
Similarly we see that arp8 = rp8 , and so on; thus we obtain a normally extendable a
fundamental system 

L1 : 0-0- ... -0-0 . 

The corresponding ga is of type AI (normal form of g0 ). 

5.3. Type BL. Schlafli figure of L1 : rp6-- ... -~do . 
Ll\ ÀELl-, can be only of types A 1i), A1 xA1ii), Asii), Amiii) or Bmi). Our discussion 
is divided in two cases. 

a) The case rp1ft:Ll 0 Put rp 1 [~; = À1. L!À1 must be of type A1i) as is easily 
seen. Then Ll-L!À1 is of type AL_1, and is a normally extendable a-fundamental sys
tem by Prop. 3.7. Since 

< arp2, rp1) = < rp2, rp1) < 0, 
we see easily th at L1 \ containing rp2, is of type A 1 i) and arp2 = rp2• Then, as in No. 
5.3.d), we see that 

arpi = rpi 
for ali i ;:;;,_ l. Thus we have a normally extendable a-fundamental system 

L1: 0-0- ... -0=?0. 
The corresponding gil is the normal form of g0 , and is a special case of type BI. 

b) The case rp1ELl 0 • There exists an m<l such that {rp1, .... , ff!m} CL1 0 and 
(/'m+1 Et: Ll 0• Then, putting rpm+I 1 ~; =À1, L!À1 must be of type Bm+ 1i). Now discuss 
parallelly to the above case, then we see immediately that 

arpj = rpj for m+l < j ;;;_l. 
Thus we have normally extendable a-fundamental systems 

o-o- · · · -o-•- · · · -•===>• 
rp! rpm+I rpm fP2 rp1 Ll: for 1;2 m <l. 

Corresponding g" are of type BI for m < l-1, and of type BII for m=l-1. 

5.4 Type CL. Schlafli figure of L1 : 6-L _ ... -6~b 1 

LI\ ÀELl-, can be only of types A1i), A1 XA1ii), Asii), Amiii), B 2 i) or Cmiii). The 
discussion is divided in three cases. 

a) The case rp1ELl 0 • There is an m~2 such that {rp1, .... , rpm_1} CL1 0 and 
1)7mEt:L1 0 • Then, putting ff!m] f);=À1, L!À1 must be of type Cm+1i). Renee, m;2l-1, 
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iF'I = {?Jr······ ?lm+J, ?lm+rELlo and 9lm+2Et:Llo. Now'{?Jm+I>?lm+2•·····9ll} is a 
a-fundamental system of type A l-m such that ?lm+I E Ll 0 , which is normally extenda
ble by Prop. 3.7. Therefore the remaining discussions are reduced to the case of No. 
5.2. a). For each ÂELl- suct that .h'=À1, Ll"' is of type A3 ii). Thus we obtain a 
normally extendable a-fundamental system 

•-o-•- · · · -o-e-o-•---- -•<==• Ll: 
?ll fPm+2 fPm+I fPm fPr 

for Z;?,m;?,l-1 such that l-m is odd. The corresponding gil is of type Cil. 

In the remaining cases rp1 E;t:Ll 0 • Putting ?Jrl f); = À1, Ll"'r must be of type B 2 i} 
or A 1i). 

b) The case Ll"'r being of type B 2i). Then Ll"'r = {rpv ?J2}, rp2ELl 0 and rp3, 

Et; Ll 0 • { rp2, .... , ?ll} form a a- fundamental system of type Al-I which is normally 
extendable by Prop. 3.7. Since rp2ELl"' the remaining discussions are reduced to 
the case of No. 5.2.a). Ll"', ÀELl-- {J.1}, are all of type A 3 ii). Thus we obtain a 

normally extendable a-fundamental system 

Ll: •-o-•---- -o-•~o 
for l even. The corresponding ga is a special case of type Cil. 

c) The case Ll"'r being of type A 1i). By a discussion similar as in No. 5.3.a), we 
obtain a normally extendable a-fundamental sytem 

Ll: 0---- -0\==0. 

The corresponding ga is of type CI (normal form of g0 ). 

/ OfPl-1 
5.5 Type Dl. Schlafii figure of Ll : 0- - - - -0 

Tr ?ll-2 ~Orpl · 
Ll"', ÀELl-, can be only of types A 1i), A1 xA1ii), Aaii), Amiii) or Dmii). The dis-, 
cussion is divided in three cases. 

a) The case ?Jr E Ll 0 • When l > 4, the possible type of Ll"' containing ?Jr 1s 
only A 3ii). Hence the same discussion as in No. 5.2.a) continue until O"?Jl-3 rs, 
determined. 

If l is even, then fPl- 2 Et: Ll 0 • Put rpl_2 j f); = À1• Since rpl_ 3 E Ll 0 , Ll"'' must be 
of type Aaii). Therefore, ?Jl_1ELl 0 and rplE;t;Ll 0 , or rpl_ 1 Et;Ll 0 and rplELl 0 • Thus 
we obtain a normally extendable a-fundamentsl system 

Ll: 
/. •-o-•-o-----•-o 
~0. 

If l is odd, then rpl_2ELl 0• And {rpl_1, ?Jl_2, rpl} is a a-fundamental system of 
type As which is normally extendable by Prop. 3.7. Therefore it must be of restricted 
rank 1 and of type A 3 iii) as is easily checked. We obtain a normally extendable 
a-fundamental system 

Ll: 
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The corresponding g;; are of type Dili for the above two a-fundamental systems. 
In the remaining two cases rp1 Et: Ll 0 • Put rp1 11); = Àp 

b) The case rp2ELl 0 • LlÀ1 must of type Amiii) or Dii). If LlÀ1 is of type Am 
iii), then LJÀ1 = {rp1, .... , ??m}· First we see that m-:;;;;_l-2, since otherwise m=l-1 
and LlÀ containing rpl has by Prop. 3.5 the following Satake figure: 

•- ----- -•-o 
972 97l-2 rpl ' 

to which there corresponds 110 normal a-fundamental system of roots of restricted 
rank 1 by discussions of §4. Now 97m+1 E;t:Ll 0 , and applying an "isometry argument" 
to the pair ( rpm, 97m+1) we arrive to a contradiction. Hence LJÀ1 can not be of type 
Amiii), and must be of type Dlii). Thus we see that 

/. 
LJ =LlÀ1 : o-•- --- -·~ • 

The corresponding g;; is of type DII. 

c) The case rp2 E;t:Ll 0 • LlÀ1 must be of type A1i) or A 1 X A1ii). If Ll"'1 is of type 

A 1 X A1ii) such that Ll"'1 = {cp1, rp,,}, then discussing (arpm_1, rp1) and (arpm+1, rp1) 
we arrive readi!y to a contradiction. Bence Ll,\1 must be of type A 1 i). Then, Ll
{cp1} is by Prop.3.7 a normally extendable a-fundamental system with rp2E;t:Ll 0 and 
üf type Dl_1 if l>4, or of type A3 if l=4. In case l=4, by the classification of No. 
5.2, the Satake figure of LI- { cp1} must be 

~ 

e-o-e , 0-0-0 or 0-0-0 . 

In case l>4, the discussions of b) and c) can be applied again to Ll-{rp1}. Con
tinue these arguments iteratedly, then finally we obtain the following normally exten-

dable a-fundamental systems: 

971 tpp tpp+1 /. 
o-o- --- -o-•- --- -•""' ,. for 2-;;ç;_ p <l-2, 

/. 
0-0-----0 

~. 
' 

/0'\ 0-0---- -0 
~0~ 

/0 
0-0-----0 

~0. 
The corresponding g;; are of type DI. 

5.6 Type E6• Schlafli figure of Ll: 

??1 ??2 9?3 97 4 97o 
0-0-0-0-0 

1 976 
0 

LI\ ÀELl-, can be only of types A1i), A1 xA1ii), A3ii), or Dmii). 

' 

Assume that rp1 E Ll 0 , then Ll"' coutaining rp1 must be of type A 3ii); hence rp3 E Llo 
and {rp2, rp4 , rp6} cLl-LI0 by Prop. 3.5. Then, putting rp6 J1); = À', LlÀ' must 
be of type A 3iii) such that arp6 = rp3 +rp4, and rp5 E;t:LI 0 ; finally, putting rp5 ll); = À11 , 
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LV"= {<p5} must be of type A 1i). Now, applying an "isometry argu1llent" to the 
pair ( <p4 , <p5) we arrive easily to a contradiction. Therefore we see that 

(5.6.1) <f71~Llo• 

Similarly we sce that 

(5.6.2) 
Rere we put <p1 JL);; = À1• 

according as <p2 E Ll 0 or not. 

rp5 ~Llo. 
Subsequent discussions are divided m two cases 

a) The case <p2ELl 0 • If we assume that <p 3 ~Llo> then LJI-1 must be of type 

A3iii), {<p4 , <p6} cLl-Ll 0 , and arp6 is a linear combination of rp4, rp5 and <p6 • Now 
an "isometry argument" of the pair (rp 3 , rp 6 ) leads to a contradiction. Renee 

rp3 E Ll 0 • 

Next, ifwe assume that rp 4 ~Llo> then LJI-1 must be of type A4iii), and rp 6 ~Ll 0 • 

Then we must have a ÀELl-, such that the figure of LJI- is 0-e-e by Prop. 

3.5, which is impossible. Renee 

rp4E Llo. 
Thus we obtain the following two normally extendable a-fundamental systems 

according as rp6 E Ll 0 or not. 

;::::- ~ 

o-•~•--•-o o-•-•-•--o 
1 . a:1d 

1 • 0 
The former figure corresponds to 9.; of type EVI, and the latter to that of type EIII. 

b) The case rp2 ~ Ll 0. If rp4 E Ll 0, then by a discussion parallel to that of a) we 
must conclude that rp2 E LlO> which is impossible by our assumption. Therefore 

rp4~Llo• 

If we assume that rp3 E LI"' then, putting rp2]1); = À2 , LJI-2 must be of type A 3 

iii), and rp6 ~ Ll 0 • Then we must have a À E Lt- such that the figure of LJI- is 0-e 
by Prop. 3.5, which is impossible. Renee 

rpg~ Llo. 
Further we see readily that 

rp6 ~Llo. 
Thus Llo = <fi, and a j L1 must be an Ïllvolutive automorphism of L1 so that we 

obtain the following two normally extendable a-fundamental systems 

0-0-0-0-0 
1 and 

0 

~~~ 

0-0-0-0-0 

1 

0 
The former figure corresponds to 9.; of type El (normal form of E 6 ), and the latter to 
that of type EU. 

5.7. Type E7. SchHifli figure of L1: 
IP1 IP2 ips rp4 if! 5 rp6 
0-0-0-0-0-0 

1 rp7 
0 
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First, the same discussion as in the proof of (5.6.1) shows that 

(5.7.1) rp6 Et:Lio. 

a) The case rp1 ELI 0 • iF' containing rp1 must be of type A3ii); rp2Et:Lim rp3 

ELI0 and rp4 E;t:LI 0 • Then LI;~. containing rp4 must be of type A 3ii), and rp5 ELI 0 or 
rp7 ELI 0 • If we assume that rp5 ELI 0 , then LI;~.', rp6 [1); = /V, must have a figure 
o~e by Prop. 3.5 which is impossible. Therefore 

rp5 E;t:LI 0 and rp7 ELI 0 • 

Thus we obtain a normaliy extendable a-fundamental system 

LI: e~o~e~o~o~o 

1 • 
The corresponding g.; is of type EVI. 

b) The case rp1E;t:LI 0 • Put rp1 [1); = À1• If we assume that rp2ELI 0 , then 
the possible type of L1;~.1 is Amiii), 3 ~ m~ 6, or D 6 ii). In case Ll~>.1 is of type D 6 ii), 
LI~>.', À1 = rp6 Il);, must have the figure 

e~e~e~e~o 

1 • 
by Prop. 3.5, which is impossible. Similar arguments or "isometry arguments" show 
that ali other possible types of L1~>.1 do not occur, and hence we obtain 

(5.7.2) rp2Et:Lio. 
Now L1~>.1 must be of type A1i) or A 1 xA1ii). Checking ali possibilities of L1~>.1 

being of type A 1 xA1ii) by "isometry arguments", we see that 
(5.7.3) L1~>.1 is of type A 1 i). 
Then LI- {rp1} is a normaliy extendable a-fundamental system by Prop. 3.7, and 
must have one of the four figures of No. 5.6, two of which become impossible after 

applying "isometry arguments" to the pair ( tpv rp2). 

Thus we obtain the foliowing two normaliy extendable a-fundamental systems LI: 
o~o~e~e~e~o o~o~o~o~o~o 

1 and 1 

• 0 
The former corresponds to g.; of type EVII, and the latter to that of type EV (normal 

form of E7). 

5.8. Type E8• Schlafli figure of LI: 
tf?1 tf?2 tf?s tf?4 tf?s tf?a tf?7 
o~o~o~o~o~o~o 

1 

Otf?s 
In the same way as in the proof of (5.6.1 ), fir.:;t we see that 
(5.8.1) rp1 E;l:LI 0 and rp7 E;l:LI 0• 

Next, paralleliy to the discussions of No. 5.7. b), we see that 
(5.8.2) rp2E;t:LI 0 and rp3 E;t:Lio> 
and that 
(5.8.3) 
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Then LI- {<PI} is a normally extendable a-fundamental system by Prop. 3.7, which 
must have one of the two figures of No. 5.7. b) since (5.8.2). 

Thus we obtain the following two normally extendable a-fundamental systems LI: 
o--o--o--•--•--•--o o--o--o--o--o--o--o 

1 and 1 

• 0 
The former corresponds to ga of type EIX, and the latter to that of type EVIII (nor
mal form of E 8 ). 

0--0==::::>0--0 
5.9. Type F 4 . Schlafii figure of LI: <p1 <p2 Ta rp4 • 

LI\ .ÎLELI-, can be only of types A 1i), A 2iii), Bmi) (m = 2 or 3), C3iii), or F4iii). 

a) In Case rp1 E Ll 0 • Then only F 4iii) is possiblle as a type of LJI.. as is easily 
checked; hence we obtained a normally extendable a-fundamental system 

LI =LI~.. : •--•==:::::}•--o 
which corresponds to ga of type Fil. 

b) In case <p$Ll 0 • If we assume that <p2ELI 0 , then <p3 ELI 0 since otherwise we 
have a figure 0--e for LI~.. cvntaining <p1 by Prop. 3.5, which is impossible. Then 
rp4 $Ll 0 since otherwise we obtain a figure 0--•~•--• which is impossible. 
Now LJI.. containing <p4 has the figure e=::::>e--0 which is also impossible. Renee 

(5.9.1) <p2$Ll 0 • 

And L1~..1, .ÎL 1 =rp 1 j~,;-, must be of type A 1i) necessarily. Then, Ll-{rp1} forma 
normally extendable a-fundamental system by Prop.3.7. 

By the classification of No.5.4 and (5.9.1), LI- {<p1} must be of type CI. 
Thus we obtain a normally extendable a-fundamental system 

LI: 0--0==:::::}0--0 
which corresponds to ga of type FI (normal form ofF 4 ). 

0 ;,o . 
5.10. Type G 2 • Schlafli figure of LI: <p1 <p2 . Smce every normal a-sys-

tem of roots of restricted rank 1 is simply-laced or doubly-laced of type (2:1), we see 
immediately that <p1 $Ll 0 and <p2$Ll 0 ; and we obtain only one normally extendable 
a-fundamental system with Satake figure. 

0~0. 

The corresponding ga is of type G (normal form of G2 ). 

5.11. Finally we give a table of a-fundamental systems described by Satake figure, 
and multiplicities m(.A) and m(2.A) of simple roots .ÎLE LI-, for ail irreducible symme
tric spaces such that g0 are simple. Sorne simple roots of Ll-Ll 0 are denoted by 
letters cri, and simple root of LJ- which is obtained as a restriction of ai to ~,;- is 
denoted by Ai. l denotes the rank of LI. 
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1 

LI 
1 

LJ-
1 

m(Àt) 1 

lm(2Àt) 

AI 0--------0 0-----0 1 0 al al Àl Àl 
- -

e-o-•-----o--• 0------0 
Ail Àl Àl' 4 0 al al' (l=2l'+1, !':2;1) 

al a2 av 
0--0-----0 2 tf 1 1'1 0- --- -0==:>0 0 • Àl Àp-1 Àp 

(for i<p) 
1 
1 

1 

1 

(2;S; p;;;,; +) 2(l-2p+1) 1 

Alli 1 (for i = p) • 
~0~0- --- ~6 

al a2 al' 0------0~0 
2 0 0--0-----0 Àl Àl' Àl' +1 

(for i ;;;,; l') 
( r ( )oal'+l 
~ ~ (l=2l' + 1, !':2;1) 1 0 0-0------0 (i=l'+1) 

,/? ~ 0 AIV o--•- --- -•--o Àl 2(!-1) 1 

a1 --

Àl Àp-1 Àp 1 0 o- - - - -o--•- ----e==:>e (i<P) BI al av 0----- -0==:>0 2(l-p)+1 
(!:2;2, 2;S; p ;S;l) (i = p) 0 

···---- ----

BII o--•-----• :>e 0 21-1 0 al Àl 
---

CI 0------0~0 0----- -0<::::=0 1 0 al al Àl k 

Àl Àp 4 0 e-o-•-----o-•--- -•~• 0---- -0=:::::)0 (i<p) 
al av 

(!:2;3, 1;S;p;S; l-;-1) 
4(l-2p) 3 

(i=p) 
Cil 

4 
•-o-e---- -0--e~o Àl Àl' (i <l') 0 

al al~ -1 al' 
o-----o~o 3 0 (l = 2!'' !':2;2) (i=l') 

• Àl Àp 
1 0 

o- --- -o-•-- -- -•< (i<p) 0-- - -- -0=:::::)0 2(!-p) 
0 a1 a 11 • (!:2;4, 2;S; p ;S;l- 2) (i=p) 

Oal-1 0- -- -- 0=:::::)0 1 0 o-- --- -o( ) (i<l-1) DI Àt Àl-1 2 
a1 al-2 0 (i = l-1) 0 

0 al-1 0-1l-l 
o- --- -o( o-- --- -o( 1 0 
a1 al-2 0 al Àl Àl-2 0Àl 
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• 1 

o-•-----•< 0 2 (l-1) 
i 

DII 0 1 

Ai 1 
ai e i 

• Ai At' 
4 0 

•-o-•- --- -o( (i<l') 1 

o-----o~o 1 1 0 ai at' -i Oat' (l=2l', l';;:, 2) (i=l') j 

Dili --

0 Ai At' 
4 0 

•-o-•- --- -o-•( ) o------o~o (i<l') 1 

4 1 ai al' -i al'O (l=2l'+1, l';;:, 2) (i=l') 
--

0-0-0-0-0 0-0-0-0-0 
El 

1 1 
1 0 

0 0 
-- : 

/ ~ ~ 1 (i=1, 2) 0 
1 

EII 0-0-0-0-0 0-0~0-0 

1 a2 as a4 Ai A2 As A4 
2 (i=3, 4) 0 

Oai 

~ 6 (i=1) 0 

EIII o-•-•-•-o 0-=:::::?0 

1 

a2 Ai A2 
8 (i=2) 1 

Oai 1 

--

o-•-•-•-o 1 
1 

EIV ai 
1 

a2 0-0 8 0 ! Ai A2 • 
0-0-0-0-0-0 0-0-0-0-0-0 

EV 
1 

1 1 0 

0 0 
1---- a4 as a2 ai 

e-o-e-o-o-o 
0-0~0-0 

1 (i=1, 2) 0 
EVI 

1 
Ai A2 As A4 4 (i=3, 4) 0 • --

o-o-•-•-•-o 1 (i=1) 0 
ai a2 1 as 0~0-0 EVII 

Ai A2 As • 8 (i=2, 3) 0 i 

0-0-0-0-0-0-0 0-0-0-0-0-0 
EV III 

1 
1 1 0 

0 0 
f---- --

o-o-o-•--•-•-o 1 (i=1, 2) 0 
EIX ai a2 as 

1 

a4 0-0~0-0 
Ai A2 As A4 8 (i=3, 4) 0 • 

FI 0-0~0-0 0-0-=:::::?0-0 1 0 

Fil • •~•-o 0 8 7 
~i Ai 

G o >o 0=====?0 1 0 
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